
PORTATION FEES OF THE NUMBER PORTING BETWEEN TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANIES 
 

All number portings between telecommunications companies are set at prices in accordance with the instructions in this guide and based on 

either the basic number porting hand over price list or the discount price list for number portings of corporate customers. 

The number portings of exceptionally large quantities of numbers to a big company or a public sector customer may be priced differently, 

however, if the telecommunications companies involved in the porting mutually agree among themselves. 

The pricing structure and prices have been agreed between the telecommunications companies and approved by Traficom's numbering group. 

The price list is maintained and managed by Numpac. The pricing guide is available both on Numpac's website and on Numpac's Numsi portal. 

Telecommunications companies no longer have to publish their prices in their telecommunications companies' price lists. 

Changes to the price list will be agreed in the future through commercial negotiations between telecommunications companies while Traficom 

will continue to monitor the overall operation of the market. 

BASIC NUMBER HAND OVER PRICE LIST 

These prices are used for all the number portings of consumer customers, all the portings of mobile numbers for 

corporate customers, and the basic portings of fixed numbers for corporate customers. 

 FTT FVP FTP FVT FYE MOF MOB 

  

Local number 
National 

service number 
073 number 071 number 

Corporate or special 
service number   

(0X0 / 075) 

Mobile exchange 
number 

Mobile number 

                

            

Size FTT FVP FTP / FVT / FYE MOF MOB 

Single number 15 200 200 9,50 9,50 

1 number block 15 200 200 9,50   

10 number block 30 830 240 95   

100 number block 60 7130 280 950   

1000 number block 100 10000 320 9500   

10000 number block 150 15000 360 95000   

100000 number block 200 20000 400 950000   

 



DISCOUNT PRICE LIST FOR NUMBER PORTINGS OF CORPORATE CUSTOMERS 

  

 Local number  National service number  Corporate or special service number  

Size FTT 
Price of additional 
number or block 

 
FVP 

Price of additional 
number or block 

 
FTP / FVT / FYE 

Price of additional 
number or block 

Single number 15 10  200 70  200 40 

1 number block 15 10  200 70  200 40 

10 number block 30 20  830 830  240 60 

100 number block 60 40  7130 7130  280 80 

1000 number block 100 60  10000 10000  320 100 

10000 number block 150 150  15000 15000  360 360 

100000 number block 200 200  20000 20000  400 400 

 

 

Examples of the application of the price list 

1) The hand over price of a three 10 number (B10) local number blocks is EUR 70 

2) The hand over price of a four 10 number (B10) corporate or special service number blocks is 420 euros 

3) The hand over price of four single (B1) national service numbers is 410 euros 

4) The hand over price of four 100 number blocks (B100) and two 1000 number blocks (B1000) of local numbers is EUR 340 (= 

180 + 160) 

5) The hand over price of four 100 number (B100) and two 1000 number (B1000) corporate or special service number blocks is 

940 euros (= 520 + 420) 

 

 

 

 



USE OF DISCOUNT PRICE LIST FOR CORPORATE CUSTOMER NUMBER PORTINGS 

The telecommunications company requesting the number porting may take advantage of the discounted price list when the number portings are 

made to a corporate customer with a company ID (Business ID or VAT ID). The discount price list can be used when number portings are 

requested at the same time and the numbers concern the same corporate customer.  

The recipient (the telecom company receiving the numbers) must use the H00 price in the port order, when the discount pricing is used. 

The recipient calculates the direct price defined by the discount pricing and give the total sum for blocks and numbers in the port order as a H00 

price.  

If the amount of numbers to be ported (number of blocks) to the same corporate customer is large, the telecommunications company submitting 

the port order may create several port orders at the same time, and the numbers/blocks in all of these may be considered when calculating the 

hand over price. It is possible to present the hand over price only in one port order for all the discounted port orders of the same customer, in 

which case for all other port orders related to the discounted port order, the price should be marked as zero in the H00 field. 

The donor accepts or rejects (for a valid reason) the discounted port order. If the donor approves the port order, the reduced hand over price is 

deemed to have been agreed. 

The discount price list applies to local numbers, national service numbers and corporate or special service numbers. The 073 and 071 numbers 

are also classified as corporate or special service numbers. When calculating the discount price for local numbers, both the individual (FTT) 

subscriber numbers of the corporate customer and the (FTT) subscriber numbers of the exchange numbering range can be included in the 

discounted port order request.  

The hand over price of the discounted port order consists of the hand over price of the first block, to which is added the number of additional 

blocks multiplied by the hand over price of the additional block.  

 


